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Abstract—In a cellular network, the network coverage is par-
titioned into nonoverlapping areas called registration areas to
facilitate location management (LM) that keeps track of the lo-
cation of a user equipment (UE) unit. In the second-generation
Global System for Mobile Communications (GSM) and the third-
generation Universal Mobile Telecommunications System (UMTS),
a registration area is called a location area (LA) in the circuit-
switched domain or a routing area (RA) in the packet-switched
domain. In the fourth-generation Long-Term Evolution (LTE), a
registration area is called a tracking area (TA). To tackle the draw-
backs of the LA/RA-based LM scheme used in GSM and UMTS,
which is intrinsically a static scheme, LTE adopts a dynamic LM
scheme called a TA list (TAL)-based scheme. Under the TAL-based
scheme, the network allocates to a UE unit a group of TAs referred
to as a TAL instead of only a single TA. The UE can move freely
within the allocated TAL without performing any location updates
that are called TA updates (TAUs) in LTE. Only when moving into
a TA that is not included in the allocated TAL does the UE need
to perform a TAU, and afterward, the network will allocate, to
the UE, a new TAL. The performance of the TAL-based scheme
relies on the allocated TAL. If the allocated TAL is inappropri-
ate with respect to the UE’s mobility and traffic characteristics,
the TAL-based scheme may produce adverse effects. To find an
optimal TAL allocation method for global UE units that exhibit
weak regularity in their mobility, this paper develops an embedded
Markov chain approach to analyze the signaling cost of the TAL-
based scheme. This paper distinguishes itself from existing studies
in the following aspects. First, this paper follows LTE technical
specifications, that is, the number of TAs in a TAL can vary and,
furthermore, is upper bounded, whereas existing studies partially
or completely ignore this stipulation. Second, this paper empha-
sizes the impact of a call handling model that dictates whether
a TAU occurs after the completion of a call by considering two
call handling models, i.e., a call plus location update and a call
without location update. Third, as for the dependence among the
cell residence time, the TA residence time, and the TAL residence
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time, this paper proposes the use of a fluid flow model to de-
scribe this dependence, which is simple but does not compromise
accuracy. Analytical formulas for the total signaling cost of the
TAL-based scheme due to TAU and paging operations, as well as
formulas that are useful in designing an optimal paging scheme,
are derived, and their accuracy is validated through Mont Carlo
simulation. Then, numerical studies are carried out to investigate
the impact of diverse parameters on the signaling cost, revealing
that the network can allocate, to a UE unit, an optimal TAL that
is consistent with the UE’s mobility and traffic characteristics to
minimize the signaling cost of the TAL-based scheme.

Index Terms—Call-handling model, fluid flow model, location
update (LU), Long-Term Evolution (LTE), tracking area list (TAL).

I. INTRODUCTION

A. Motivation

IN a cellular network, the current location of a user equip-
ment (UE) unit is constantly tracked by the network for

the successful delivery of incoming calls to the UE, which
is in charge of location management (LM). LM includes two
operations, i.e., location update (LU) and terminal paging. LU
is the process through which a UE unit dynamically reports its
current location to the network so that the location database in
the network can update the current location information of the
UE. Paging is the process through which the network searches
a called UE unit by broadcasting a paging message in a paging
area when an incoming call arrives.

To facilitate LM, the coverage of the network is partitioned
into nonoverlapping registration areas. Each registration area
consists of a group of cells. In the second-generation (2G)
Global System for Mobile Communications (GSM) and the
third-generation (3G) Universal Mobile Telecommunications
System (UMTS), a registration area is called a location area
(LA) in the circuit-switched domain or a routing area (RA)
in the packet-switched domain. In the fourth-generation Long-
Term Evolution (LTE), a registration area is called a tracking
area (TA). A 2G/3G network adopts an LA/RA-based LM
scheme. Under this scheme, when entering a new LA/RA, the
UE needs to perform an LU. When an incoming call arrives, all
the cells in the LA/RA simultaneously page the UE. The LA-
and RA-based schemes are essentially two static LM schemes,
because all of the UE units have paging areas of the same size.
These static schemes exhibit the following drawbacks. 1) These
schemes are cost ineffective because they neglect the mobility
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and traffic characteristics of individual UE units. It is intuitive
that UE units with high mobility should perform LUs less
frequently; as in this case, the LU cost dominates the total
signaling cost, whereas for UE units with low mobility, frequent
LUs are beneficial in reducing the paging cost because in
this case, the paging cost dominates the total signaling cost.
Therefore, a cost-effective scheme needs to take into account
the mobility and traffic characteristics of individual UE units.
2) These schemes will produce a ping-pong effect. Suppose
that a UE unit moves back and forth between two neighboring
LAs/RAs. In this scenario, the UE will perform repetitive LUs.
This phenomenon is called the ping-pong effect. 3) These
schemes will bring about the issue of uneven signaling distri-
bution, because all the LUs will occur in the border cells of an
LA/RA. When massive UE units (e.g., the UE units on a train),
in a short time, pass through the border cells of an LA/RA,
in the new cell in which these UE units are moving, a huge
number of LU requests will be generated toward the network.
This situation may, at times, lead to signaling congestion and
affect the quality of service in the cell.

To overcome the drawbacks of static LM schemes, LTE
adopts a novel LM scheme, which is called a TA list (TAL)-
based LM scheme [1]. Under the TAL-based scheme, the
network allocates to the UE a group of TAs instead of only
one TA. The group of TAs is referred to as a TAL. The UE
can move freely within the allocated TAL without performing
any LU that is called a TA update (TAU) in LTE. Only when
moving into a TA that is not included in the allocated TAL
does the UE need to perform a TAU; after that, the network
will allocate to the UE a new TAL. In [1], a central policy is
applied for TAL allocation. Under this policy, the TA in which
a UE unit performs a TAU is the central TA of the new TAL,
indicating that the previous and the new TAL could overlap
over some TAs. This policy can reduce the possibility that
the UE quickly moves out of the new TAL. To adapt to the
mobility and traffic characteristics of individual UE units, the
network may allocate to different UE units different TALs.
When an incoming call to the UE arrives, the UE is paged in
all the cells within a TAL. Thus, the total signaling cost due
to the TAU and paging operations can be abated by allocating
a reasonable TAL to the UE. As for the number of TAs in a
TAL, the works in [1] and [2] specify that it cannot exceed 16.
Compared with the static LM scheme, the TAL-based scheme
exhibits the following advantages. 1) This scheme is cost
effective because the allocated TAL is per-UE based. 2) This
scheme can avoid the ping-pong effect through adopting the
central TAL allocation policy. 3) This scheme can solve the
issue of uneven signaling distribution through providing differ-
ent UE units with different TALs. From the given narrations,
the performance of the TAL-based scheme is determined by the
allocated TAL. If the allocated TAL is inappropriate to the UE’s
mobility and traffic characteristics, the TAL-based scheme may
generate adverse effects. This paper aims to solve this issue.

B. Literature Review

The TAL-based scheme has been studied in the literature
[3]–[16]. Based on the number of TAs in a TAL, the number
of cells in a TA, and the study scenario, existing studies can be
categorized into four groups as follows.

The first group consists of studies assuming that a TAL
comprises only one TA, such as in [3]–[5]. In [3], Wu et al.
proposed a distributed cell-based LA planning algorithm to
reduce the cost of LM. In this algorithm, when deciding
which cells belong to the same LA, the network has to collect
information on the massive movement tracks of UE units.
However, this information is unavailable to the network or
too costly to collect. In [4], Toril et al. introduced a graph-
partitioning algorithm to analyze the cost of LM. In [5],
Razavi et al. developed a Pareto optimization approach to
achieve a tradeoff between the total signaling cost of the net-
work and TA reconfiguration cost. This tradeoff can be treated
as a biobjective optimization problem, and a genetic algorithm
(GA) was proposed to obtain the Pareto-optimal solutions. The
studies in [3]–[5] considered the situation that a TAL includes
one TA. Thus, this TAL allocation scheme is similar to a static
LM scheme.

The second group is composed of studies assuming that
each TA comprises only one cell. The works in [6]–[10] fall
into this group. Using the concept of a movement-based LU
(MBLU) scheme, in [6], an optimal movement threshold for
TAL allocation is derived, based on the mobility and traffic
characteristics of individual UE units. Adopting the notion of
a distance-based LU (DBLU) scheme, in [7], a self-organized
TAL allocation mechanism is developed to reduce the signaling
cost and derived an optimal distance threshold for TAL allo-
cation. However, this mechanism needs to introduce two extra
timers to increase the system complexity. In addition, in [6] and
[7], it is considered that a TAL is a concentric ring consisting of
TAs. In this case, when the optimal movement/distance thresh-
old is large, the number of TAs in a TAL may violate the 16-TA
upper bound. In [8] and [9], Razavi et al. proposed a local search
algorithm and a rule-of-thumb algorithm for TAL allocation to
reduce the signaling cost in LTE. However, the two algorithms
have the following defects. First, they assumed that a cell
assigns one common TAL to all the UE units performing TAUs
in this cell. Thus, this TAL allocation is not cost effective.
Second, they cannot guarantee the reach of a global optimum,
because each cell considers only its own signaling cost by
neglecting the impact on neighbor cells. Third, the cells need
to frequently transmit TAL reconfiguration information to all
the UE units, resulting in expensive signaling cost.

The third group consists of studies considering 1-D study
scenario, as in [11] and [12]. In static LA/RA-based schemes,
when a large number of UE units cross an LA boundary, e.g.,
the case in train movement, there is a risk of LU signaling
storm in a border cell due to a large amount of LU signaling
cost generated in a short time. To solve this risk, in [11], an
overlapping TAL method is introduced to mitigate the uplink
signaling congestion. Through this method, the UE units on a
train are allocated with different TALs so that the risk of LU
signaling storm can be avoided. In [12], Liou et al. investigated
the performance of the TAL-based scheme with three serial
paging schemes using a 1-D random-walk model. Simulation
and analytical results manifested that the performance of the
TAL-based scheme always overmatches that of static schemes.
When the cell residence times and call-to-mobility ratios are
fixed, an optimal serial paging scheme can be chosen from the
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three schemes. Under the optimal serial paging schemes, when
an incoming call arrives, the network may first page the last
interacted cell in which a UE unit performs a TAU or makes
a call. However, in commercial LTE scenarios, the network
bearer context has no information on the last interacted cell
[1]. Therefore, the optimal serial paging scheme is difficult to
implement in LTE. Moreover, in the performance evaluation,
when the number of cells in a TA is small, the number of TAs
in a TAL is large. In this case, the number of TAs in a TAL may
not meet the 16-TA upper bound.

The fourth group consists of studies assuming that a TAL
comprises multiple TAs, each of which is composed of a group
of cells, as in [13]–[16]. In [13], Paramo et al. proposed an
X2-interface-based approach to reduce the paging cost through
employing a location anchor to keep track of the location of UE
units inside the TAL. Although this approach can reduce the
paging cost, it will increase the system complexity and generate
extra signaling cost. Moreover, this work introduced a discrete-
time Markov chain with aggregated states to calculate the
expected number of TAUs after a certain number of movements.
In this introduced Markov chain method, each state represents
a cell. However, this method is appropriate only for a situation
where all the cells in a TAL are symmetric to each other, so that
it can be applied only to some special cases. In more general
situations, the mathematical analysis may be infeasible. In [14],
Liou and Lin compared the performance of the TAL-based
scheme with those of the DBLU and MBLU schemes through
simulation. Simulation results proved that in many cases,
the TAL-based scheme is better than the DBLU and MBLU
schemes. Based on the overlapping TAL method introduced in
[11], in [15], the research scenario is expanded from a 1-D sce-
nario to arbitrary scenarios, and how to mitigate the downlink
signaling congestion is investigated further. In [11] and [15],
the total signaling cost is from the network perspective, which
is different from other studies where the total signaling cost
is from the UE perspective. According to the activity range
of UE units, the UE units can be classified into two types,
i.e., local and global. Local UE units represent those that are
local dwellers whose mobility displays strong regularity [16].
For instance, a local UE unit may display the following living
behavior. A user carrying a UE unit goes to work from his/her
home in the morning and has lunch in another place at noon
and then returns home in the evening. In contrast, global UE
units represent those that are not local dwellers whose mobility
exhibits weak regularity. For instance, a roaming user could
visit any place of the current roaming area. In [16], Wang et al.
developed an embedded Markov chain approach to analyze the
total signaling cost of the TAL-based scheme for local UE units.

In summary, the existing studies mainly have the following
problems. 1) Some studies assumed that a cell allocates a
common TAL to individual UE units. Thus, this common TAL
may not be cost effective for all the UE units. 2) To simplify the
analyzing processes, some studies assumed that a TA includes
only one cell, which is unreasonable, because a TA generally
comprises multiple cells. 3) All the existing studies neglected
the rule that the number of TAs in a TAL cannot exceed 16.
4) There lacks an accurate mathematical approach to calculate
the signaling cost of the TAL-based scheme for global UE

units. The purpose of this paper is to develop a comprehensive
mathematical approach to address all these problems.

C. Our Contributions

Specifically, different from existing studies, the main contri-
butions of this paper are as follows.

• This paper considers that each TA is a concentric ring
consisting of a variable number of cells and observes
the stipulation by LTE technical specifications, i.e., the
number of TAs in a TAL can vary and, furthermore, is
upper bounded.

• This paper emphasizes the impact of call handling models
on the total signaling cost by taking into account two
different call handling models, i.e., a call plus location up-
date (CPLU) and a call without location update (CWLU)
[17]. To simplify the mathematical analysis, most existing
studies about LM consider only the CPLU model. How-
ever, the truth is that existing cellular networks employ
only the CWLU model. In the performance evaluation,
the impact of the two different call handling models on
the total signaling cost is investigated.

• For mathematical analysis, this paper emphasizes the
inherent dependence among the cell residence time, the
TA residence time, and the TAL residence time through
using a fluid flow model. The fluid flow model makes
the mathematical modeling of complex problems such
as the TAL-based LU scheme feasible, can greatly sim-
plify the associated mathematical manipulation, and, at
the same time, does not affect the accuracy of the results.

• To seek an optimal TAL allocation for global UE units,
this paper develops an embedded Markov chain approach
to analyze the total signaling cost of the TAL-based LM
scheme under the two call handling models. To exemplify
the modeling of the TAL-based scheme, we first consider
a special case where the number of TAs in a TAL is 16.
Certainly, we can also choose other cases in accordance
with the 16-TA upper bound, because the number of TAs
in a TAL is not an impacting factor in the modeling
approach. Previously, the embedded Markov approach
has been used to analyze LM in [18] and [19]. Analytical
formulas for the total signaling cost due to TAU and
paging operations, as well as formulas useful that are in
designing an optimal paging scheme, are derived. The
accuracy of these formulas is tested through simulation.
With these formulas, the impact of diverse parameters
on the total signaling cost is evaluated through numerical
studies.

• Based on the developed approach, this paper further in-
vestigates the impact of the number of TAs in a TAL and
the number of cells in a TA on the total signaling cost
through numerical studies. With these numerical results,
when the number of cells in a TA is fixed, based on the
mobility and traffic characteristics of individual UE units,
the network can allocate an optimal TAL to the UE that
can minimize the total signaling cost.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
introduces the structures of a cell, a TA, and a TAL and talks
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Fig. 1. TA structure with a radius of 4.

over the fluid flow model, traffic model, and the call handling
models. Section III develops an embedded Markov chain ap-
proach to analyze the signaling cost of the TAL-based scheme
under the CWLU call handling model when the number of
TAs in a TAL is 16. Section IV does so under the CPLU
model. Section V checks the accuracy of the derived formulas
through simulations and conducts numerical studies to investi-
gate the impact of various parameters on the total signaling cost.
Section VI concludes this paper.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

A. Cell, TA, and TAL Structures

To design a mathematical approach to analyze the signaling
cost of the TAL-based LM scheme, the structures of a cell, a
TA, and a TAL should be assumed.

Cell structure: Assume that all the cells in a network are
regular hexagons of the same size so that each cell has six
neighbor cells.

TA structure: Assume that all the TAs in the network have the
same ring structure consisting of cells. Denote by d the radius
of this structure. A TA consists of d rings of cells labeled as ring
r’s, r = 0, 1, . . . , d− 1. Ring 0 is the center cell. Ring r, r = 0,
1, . . . , d− 1, is composed of all cells that are r cells away from
the center cell. Apparently, ring r, r = 1, 2, . . . , d− 1, has 6r
cells so that the total number of cells in a TA is 3d2 − 3d+ 1.
Fig. 1 shows a TA with d = 4.

TAL structure: Denote by NTA the number of TAs in a
TAL. This paper considers that a TAL is constructed by TAs
in concentric cycles around a center TA. In this TAL structure,
all the TAs are identical. Ring 0 is the center TA in which a TAU
occurs. When 1 < NTA ≤ 7, ring 0 is surrounded by ring 1
that has (NTA − 1) TAs. Since NTA ≤ 16, a TAL can have,
at most, three rings of TAs. When 7 < NTA ≤ 16, ring 1 is,
in turn, surrounded by ring 2 that has (NTA − 7) TAs. Fig. 2
shows a TAL with NTA = 16. In Fig. 2, label a TA in a TAL as
“TAx,y,” where x is the ring index, and y is the TA index, and
subscripts x and y satisfy

y =

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩

0, if x = 0

0, 1, . . . , 5, if x = 1

0, 1, . . . , 8, if x = 2.

(1)

Fig. 2. TAL structure.

TA0,0 is the TA where the UE performs the last TAU. To
facilitate mathematical analysis, the border TAs in a TAL
can be divided into two types, vertex TAs and inner TAs
[7]. A TA that has four/three neighbor TAs in the same
TAL is called an inner/vertex TA. In Fig. 2, TAx,y’s, x, y ∈
{(2, 0); (2, 1); (2, 3); (2, 5); (2, 7); (2, 8)} are vertex TAs,
whereas TAx,y’s, x, y ∈ {(1, 0); (1, 5); (2, 2); (2, 4); (2, 6)}
are inner TAs. Fig. 2 shows a TAL configuration, which is
referred to as configuration 1, in which two vertex TAs and
one inner TA are removed from the complete ring 2 that has
six vertex TAs and six inner TAs. In fact, there is another
possible configuration, which is referred to as configuration 2,
in which two inner TAs and one vertex TA are removed
from the complete ring 2. Section V-E will compare the
signaling costs of the two configurations. This paper considers
only a situation where all the removed TAs are adjacent.
For nonadjacent situations, the corresponding mathematical
analyses are similar.

B. Random-Walk Model

The design and analysis of any LM scheme depend on
a selected mobility model. Random-walk models have been
used to describe the UE movements in [12] and [20]–[24].
Zhou et al. in [20] used a random-walk model to describe node
movements in mobile ad hoc networks. In this model, each
node randomly and independently selects a movement direction
and a velocity at the beginning of each time slot and walks
along this direction at this velocity during the rest of the time
slot. Afterward, the movement direction and velocity are rese-
lected. The works in [12] and [22] adopted a 1-D random-walk
model to describe UE movements in a 1-D cellular network,
where one cell has only two neighbor cells. The works in
[23] and [24] employed a 2-D random-walk model to describe
UE movements in a 2-D cellular network. In this 2-D model,
the cell residence time follows an independent and identical
distribution. After residing in a cell for some time, a UE unit
moves into the six neighbor cells with the same probability, i.e.,
1/6 for a hexagonal cell structure. This paper adopts the 2-D
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random-walk model to describe UE movements among cells.
The 2-D random-walk models used in [20] and this paper are
different in terms of the timing when the movement direction
and velocity can change. In [20], the two variables remain
unchanged during a time slot, whereas in this paper, they can
change at any time. In this case, as for UE movements among
TAs, after leaving its current TA, the UE moves into the six
neighbor TAs with the same probability of 1/6. As an inner TA
has four neighbor TAs in the same TAL, after leaving an inner
TA, the UE launches a TAU with probability 1/3. Similarly,
when moving out of a vertex TA, this probability changes to 1/2.

The 2-D random-walk model can be accurately described
by a 2-D Markov chain with a space size of NTA(3d2 −
3d+ 1). When NTA and d are large, the computational com-
plexity of the Markov chain will be very high. Akyildiz et al.
in [23] proposed an approach to reduce the computational
complexity. The proposed approach can reduce the space size
of the 2-D Markov chain from NTA(3d2 − 3d+ 1) to about
(1/6)NTA(3d2 − 3d+ 1). To further decrease the space size,
1-D Markov chains were proposed to describe the random-walk
model [17]. The space size of the 1-D Markov chain is dNTA.
However, regardless of a 1-D or a 2-D Markov chain, it is
difficult to tackle the mathematical analysis for the TAL-based
scheme that has to consider the relation among a cell, a TA, and
a TAL. To this end, this paper adopts a fluid flow model to char-
acterize the dependence among the cell residence time, the TA
residence time, and the TAL residence time for mathematical
analysis. In simulation, this paper employs a 2-D random-walk
model. Denote by Sd,d the expected number of steps required to
walk out a TA after entering the TA through ring d− 1. When
the UE movements among cells are characterized by the 2-D
Markov chain, Sd,d can be given as [25]

Sd,d =
3d2 − 3d+ 1

2d− 1
, d = 1, 2, . . . . (2)

C. Fluid Flow Model

A fluid flow model was proposed in [26]–[28] to compute
the rate at which a UE unit residing in a closed region moves
out of the border of the region. This rate is called the border-
crossing rate. In [18] and [29]–[31], the fluid flow model has
been used to characterize the residence time in closed regions,
e.g., a cell and an LA. To apply the fluid flow model to
describe the residence time in closed regions, the following two
assumptions are necessary. First, the velocities of the UE in
different places are independent and identically distributed, and
the moving direction of the UE is uniformly distributed over
[0, 2π). Second, UE units are uniformly distributed throughout
the closed region. Denoting by Rb the border-crossing rate, it
follows from [18] that

Rb =
LV

πA
(3)

where V , L, and A denote the average velocity of the UE and
the perimeter and area of the closed region, respectively. Denote
by Ls/LTA the perimeter of a cell/TA and by As/ATA the area

of a cell/TA. Denote by R the side length of a hexagon cell. It
follows that:

Ls = 6R

LTA = 6(2d− 1)R

ATA =(3d2 − 3d+ 1)As.

Denote by ε the probability that after leaving an old cell, the
UE moves into a new cell that belongs to the same TA as
the old cell. Denote by tTA and ts the TA residence time and
the cell residence time, respectively. Denote by 1/η the mean
of ts and by 1/τ the mean of tTA. It follows that:

τ = η(1 − ε). (4)

Thus, it follows from (3) and (4) that:{
τ
η = AsLTA

LsATA
= 2d−1

3d2−3d+1

ε = 1 − τ
η = 3d2−5d+2

3d2−3d+1 .
(5)

That is, after crossing a cell, with probabilities ε and 1 − ε, the
UE remains in and moves out of the current TA, respectively.
This trick of quantitatively establishing the dependence be-
tween the events of cell and TA crossings was originally applied
in [18] and [32]. The accuracy of this trick will be validated
in Section V-A through simulation. Equation (5) manifests that
Sd,d defined in Section II-B can be given as [18]

Sd,d =
1/τ
1/η

=
3d2 − 3d+ 1

2d− 1
, d = 1, 2, . . .

which is the same as (2). Therefore, in terms of Sd,d, the
fluid flow model is also very accurate. Let fTA(t)/fs(t) be
the probability density function of tTA/ts. Denote by f ∗(s) the
Laplace transform of a function f(t), i.e.,

f ∗(s) �
+∞∫

t=−∞

f(t)e−stdt.

This paper considers that ts follows an exponential distribution
with mean 1/η. It follows from [18] that:

f ∗
TA(s)=

+∞∑
k=1

εk−1(1−ε) [f ∗
s (s)]

k=
η(1−ε)

s+η(1−ε)
=

τ

τ+s
. (6)

That is, if ts follows an exponential distribution, then tTA
must do so.

D. Traffic Model

This paper considers that the incoming calls follow a Poisson
process with rate λ. Thus, the call interarrival time, which is
denoted by tc, follows an exponential distribution with mean
1/λ. The Poisson process has been widely used to describe the
incoming calls in [7], [12], and [16].
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Fig. 3. Embedded Markov chain for the TAL-based scheme under the CWLU
model when NTA = 16.

E. Call-Handling Models

A call handling model determines whether a TAU occurs
after a call. This paper considers two call handling models,
namely, a CPLU model and a CWLU model, which were first
proposed by Li in [17]. Under the CPLU model, a TAU occurs
after a call, whereas under the CWLU model, no TAU occurs
after a call. The call handling models are used to investigate
the impact of incoming calls on the total signaling cost of an
LM scheme. This paper assumes that the call holding time is
negligible. That is, it does not consider the impact of the call
holding time. This assumption has been adopted in [12], [17],
and [33]. There should be not much difficulty in extending
the mathematical approach developed in this paper to take into
account the influence of the call holding time.

III. SIGNALING COST OF THE TRACKING AREA LIST-
BASED LOCATION MANAGEMENT SCHEME UNDER THE

CALL WITHOUT LOCATION UPDATE MODEL

A. Embedded Markov Chain

Here, we exemplify the modeling of the TAL-based scheme
through using a special case of NTA = 16. For other values of
NTA, the modeling is straightforward. The TAL-based scheme
can be described by an embedded Markov chain. Fig. 3 shows
such a chain for the TAL-based scheme under the CWLU model
when NTA = 16. In the Markov chain, state Sx,y represents
the state in which the UE is currently residing in TAx,y. In
particular, state S0,0 is the state entered by the Markov chain
after the occurrence of a TAU. Denote by S and Ssize the
state space of the Markov chain and its size, respectively. It
follows that⎧⎪⎨

⎪⎩
S = {S0,0, S1,0, S1,1, S1,2, S1,3, S1,4, S1,5, S2,0,

S2,1, S2,2, S2,3, S2,4, S2,5, S2,6, S2,7, S2,8}
Ssize = 16.

Next, the transition probabilities of the Markov chain are de-
rived. When the UE is in state Sx,y , Sx,y ∈ S, there are two
events that can cause the chain to leave state Sx,y, with one
event being a call arrival and the other being the departure from
TAx,y into a new TA, e.g., TAx′,y′ . When the leave from state
Sx,y is due to a call arrival, after the completion of the call, the
Markov chain will return to state Sx,y, because this paper has
assumed that the duration time of a call is negligible, and hence,
the UE remains in TAx,y after the call. The corresponding
transition probability from state Sx,y due to a call arrival can
be expressed as

σ � Pr(Sx,y → Sx,y) = Pr(tc < tTA) = 1 − σ

where

σ � Pr(tc > tTA) =
τ

τ + λ
.

In the given equation, the variable tc may also represent the
residual call interarrival time, which is the time between the
instant of entering a state and the instant the next call arrives. In
view of the memoryless property of exponential distributions,
the residual call interarrival time follows the same exponential
distribution with the same mean as the call interarrival time.
Thus, this paper no longer defines a new variable for the
residual call interarrival time. Likewise, tTA has the same
characteristic as tc. When the transition from state Sx,y is due
to the event of moving into a new TA TAx′,y′ , there are two
different situations. The first situation is that TAx,y and TAx′,y′

are in the same TAL. It follows that the transition probability of
this situation is:

α �Pr(Sx,y → Sx′,y′ , Sx,y and Sx′,y′ ∈ the same TAL)

=Pr(tc > tTA,TAx,y → TAx′,y′) =
σ

6
. (7)

The second situation is that TAx′,y′ does not belong to the TAL
of TAx,y so that a TAU will occur, and after the TAU, the
Markov chain will transit to state S0,0. In this case, this paper
refers to Sx,y as a border state. When TAx,y is an inner TA, the
transition probability of the second situation is

β �Pr(Sx,y → S0,0, due to a TAU, TAx,y is an inner TA)

=Pr(tc > tTA,TAx,y → TAx′,y′) =
σ

3
. (8)

Similarly, when TAx,y is a vertex TA, the transition probability
of the second situation is

γ � Pr(Sx,y → S0,0, due to a TAU, TAx,y is a vertex TA)=
σ

2
.

(9)

Denote by P the transition probability matrix of the embedded
Markov chain, which is defined in the equation shown at the
bottom of the next page.

Denote by Πθ , θ ∈ S, the equilibrium probability of state θ.
Denote by Π a row vector consisting of Πθ , and the order of
the entries in Π is the same as the order of the entries in S.
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The balance equations of the embedded Markov chain can be
given as

ΠP = Π. (10)

Equation (10) combined with the following normalization
condition: ∑

θ∈S
Πθ = 1

can yield a solution of Π.
Denote by tθ, θ ∈ S, the residence time in state θ. As

aforementioned, a state transition is due to a call arrival or the
crossing of a TA. When it is due to a call arrival, we have
tc < tTA and tθ = tc. When it is due to the crossing of a TA,
we have tc > tTA and tθ = tTA. Therefore, it follows that:

tθ = min(tc, tTA), θ ∈ S.

Denote by T the expected time between two consecutive state
transitions. It follows that:

T =
∑
θ∈S

ΠθE(tθ) =
1

τ + λ
. (11)

Denote by NTAU,ST the expected number of TAUs triggered by
a state transition. It follows that:

NTAU,ST = β
(
ΠS1,0

+ΠS1,5
+ΠS2,2

+ΠS2,4
+ΠS2,6

)
+ γ

(
ΠS2,0

+ΠS2,1
+ΠS2,3

+ΠS2,5
+ΠS2,7

+ΠS2,8

)
.

Denote by NTAU,UT the expected number of TAUs occurring
per unit time. Since the NTAU,ST TAUs occur during time T ,
we have

NTAU,UT =
NTAU,ST

T
= (λ+ τ)NTAU,ST.

Denote by NTAU,CWLU the expected number of TAUs of
the TAL-based scheme under the CWLU model during the call
interarrival time tc. It follows that

NTAU,CWLU = NTAU,UTE(tc) =
λ+ τ

λ
NTAU,ST.

B. Paging Scheme

Define a paging area as an area where the UE can be located
when an incoming call arrives. There are two types of paging
schemes, i.e., the parallel paging scheme and the sequential
paging scheme. Under the parallel paging scheme, all the cells
in the paging area are simultaneously paged. Under a sequential
paging scheme, the paging area is partitioned into disjoint
subareas, and these subareas are paged one by one until the UE
is located. In general, the choice of paging schemes depends on
the traffic characteristics and paging cost. For delay-sensitive
traffic, the parallel paging scheme is the best choice, because
it is easy to be realized and shortens the paging delay at the
price of paging cost. If paging cost is an important factor and
traffic can tolerate certain delay, we can choose a sequential
paging scheme. Denote by P (x, y) the probability that upon a
call arrival, the UE resides in TAx,y. It follows that:

P (x, y) =
ΠSx,y

E
(
tSx,y

)∑
θ∈SΠθE(tθ)

=
ΠSx,y∑
θ∈SΠθ

. (12)

In [33], Zhu and Leung developed the necessary condition for a
sequential paging scheme to be optimal and proposed a GA to
search for an optimal sequential paging scheme that can guar-
antee the paging delay and, at the same time, minimize the
paging cost. The distribution of P (x, y) given in (12), combined
with the algorithm proposed in [33], can lead to an optimal
sequential paging scheme. For the purpose of demonstration,
here, this paper considers only the parallel paging scheme.
Denote by Npaging the number of cells paged to locate the UE.
It follows that:

Npaging = 16(3d2 − 3d+ 1).

P =

S0,0

S1,0

S1,1

S1,2

S1,3

S1,4

S1,5

S2,0

S2,1

S2,2

S2,3

S2,4

S2,5

S2,6

S2,7

S2,8

S0,0 S1,0 S1,1 S1,2 S1,3 S1,4 S1,5 S2,0 S2,1 S2,2 S2,3 S2,4 S2,5 S2,6 S2,7 S2,8∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣

σ α α α α α α 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
γ σ α 0 0 0 α α 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
α α σ α 0 0 0 α α α 0 0 0 0 0 0
α 0 α σ α 0 0 0 0 α α α 0 0 0 0
α 0 0 α σ α 0 0 0 0 0 α α α 0 0
α 0 0 0 α σ α 0 0 0 0 0 0 α α α
γ α 0 0 0 α σ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 α
γ α α 0 0 0 0 σ α 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
γ 0 α 0 0 0 0 α σ α 0 0 0 0 0 0
β 0 α α 0 0 0 0 α σ α 0 0 0 0 0
γ 0 0 α 0 0 0 0 0 α σ α 0 0 0 0
β 0 0 α α 0 0 0 0 0 α σ α 0 0 0
γ 0 0 0 α 0 0 0 0 0 0 α σ α 0 0
β 0 0 0 α α 0 0 0 0 0 0 α σ α 0
γ 0 0 0 0 α 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 α σ α
γ 0 0 0 0 α α 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 α σ

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
16×16
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C. Total Signaling Cost

Denote by CCWLU the total signaling cost of the TAL-
based scheme under the CWLU model due to the TAU and
paging operations during tc. Denote by δTAU the signaling
cost of performing a TAU and by δpaging the signaling cost of
performing a paging in a cell. It follows that:

CCWLU =
λ+ τ

λ
NTAU,STδTAU + 16(3d2 − 3d+ 1)δpaging.

(13)

IV. SIGNALING COST OF THE TRACKING AREA LIST-
BASED LOCATION MANAGEMENT SCHEME UNDER THE

CALL PLUS LOCATION UPDATE MODEL

A. Embedded Markov Chain

Here, we inherit the notations defined in Section III. Fig. 4
shows an embedded Markov chain for the TAL-based scheme
under the CPLU model when NTA = 16. As in the case of
the CWLU model, under the CPLU model, there are also two
events that can trigger a transition from state Sx,y, i.e., the
departure from TAx,y and the arrival of an incoming call. When
the transition from Sx,y is due to the departure from TAx,y,
the corresponding transition probabilities have been given in
(7)–(9). When the transition from Sx,y is due to a call arrival,
as per the CPLU model, the UE needs to perform a TAU, so that
in this case, after leaving Sx,y, the Markov chain will transit to
state S0,0. The corresponding transition probability from Sx,y

to S0,0 due to a call arrival can be expressed as

Pr(Sx,y → S0,0) = Pr(tc < tTA) = σ.

Therefore, we reach the matrix of transition probabilities P,
which is shown at the bottom of the page. The set of balance
equations can be given as

ΠP = Π.

Fig. 4. Embedded Markov chain for the TAL-based scheme under the CPLU
model when NTA = 16.

The given equation combined with the following normalization
condition: ∑

θ∈S
Πθ = 1

can yield a solution of Π.

B. Total Signaling Cost

Under the CPLU model, there are two types of TAUs, i.e.,
those occurring during the call interarrival time tc and those
occurring after a call. To avoid ambiguity, this paper refers
to a TAU occurring after a call as TAU′, and hereafter, in

P =

S0,0

S1,0

S1,1

S1,2

S1,3

S1,4

S1,5

S2,0

S2,1

S2,2

S2,3

S2,4

S2,5

S2,6

S2,7

S2,8

S0,0 S1,0 S1,1 S1,2 S1,3 S1,4 S1,5 S2,0 S2,1 S2,2 S2,3 S2,4 S2,5 S2,6 S2,7 S2,8∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣

σ α α α α α α 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
σ + γ 0 α 0 0 0 α α 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
σ + α α 0 α 0 0 0 α α α 0 0 0 0 0 0
σ + α 0 α 0 α 0 0 0 0 α α α 0 0 0 0
σ + α 0 0 α 0 α 0 0 0 0 0 α α α 0 0
σ + α 0 0 0 α 0 α 0 0 0 0 0 0 α α α
σ + γ α 0 0 0 α 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 α
σ + γ α α 0 0 0 0 0 α 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
σ + γ 0 α 0 0 0 0 α 0 α 0 0 0 0 0 0
σ + β 0 α α 0 0 0 0 α 0 α 0 0 0 0 0
σ + γ 0 0 α 0 0 0 0 0 α 0 α 0 0 0 0
σ + β 0 0 α α 0 0 0 0 0 α 0 α 0 0 0
σ + γ 0 0 0 α 0 0 0 0 0 0 α 0 α 0 0
σ + β 0 0 0 α α 0 0 0 0 0 0 α 0 α 0
σ + γ 0 0 0 0 α 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 α 0 α
σ + γ 0 0 0 0 α α 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 α 0

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
16×16
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TABLE I
COMPARISON BETWEEN THE SIMULATION AND ANALYTICAL RESULTS OF P (x, y) WHEN d = 3

this paper, by TAU, we mean a TAU occurring during tc.
Denote by δTAU′ the signaling cost of performing a TAU′.
Generally, δTAU > δTAU′ , because after the completion of a
call, a communication link between the UE and the network
already exists so that the communication between the UE and
the network required to process the TAU can be transmitted
over this link. By contrast, during tc, the UE stays in idle state
so that there is no communication link between the UE and
the network. The UE must first go through some procedure
to establish a communication link to process a TAU, and this
procedure will incur signaling cost. The expected number of
TAUs triggered by a state transition can be expressed as

NTAU,ST = β
(
ΠS1,0

+ΠS1,5
+ΠS2,2

+ΠS2,4
+ΠS2,6

)
+ γ

(
ΠS2,0

+ΠS2,1
+ΠS2,3

+ΠS2,5
+ΠS2,7

+ΠS2,8

)
.

Thus, the expected number of TAUs occurring per unit time is

NTAU,UT =
NTAU,ST

T
= (λ+ τ)NTAU,ST.

It follows that the expected number of TAUs occurring during
tc is:

NTAU,CPLU = NTAU,UTE(tc) =
λ+ τ

λ
NTAU,ST.

Denote by NTAU′ the number of TAUs occurring during tc. It
follows that:

NTAU′ = 1.

The number of cells paged to locate the UE remains the same
as in the case of the CWLU model. Denote by CCPLU the
total signaling cost of the TAL-based scheme under the CPLU
model. It follows that:

CCPLU =NTAU′δTAU′ +NTAU,CPLUδTAU +Npagingδpaging

= δTAU′ +
λ+ τ

λ
NTAU,STδTAU

+ 16(3d2 − 3d+ 1)δpaging. (14)

V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

Here, first, in Section V-A, the accuracy of the analytical
results is checked through simulation. In Section V-B and C,
the impact of various parameters on the total signaling cost of
the two call handling models is assessed. In Section V-D, the
impact of call handling models on the total signaling cost is
investigated. In Section V-E, the effect of the TAL configuration
on the expected number of TAUs under the CPLU model is
demonstrated.

TABLE II
COMPARISON BETWEEN THE SIMULATION AND ANALYTICAL RESULTS

OF NTAU,CWLU AND NTAU,CPLU AND λ/η = 0.01
AND NCALL = 5 × 105

A. Accuracy Check of the Analytical Results
Through Simulation

Here, the accuracy of the analytical results is checked
through Monte Carlo simulation. In the simulations, as ex-
plained in Section II-B, this paper uses a 2-D random-walk
model to describe UE movements among cells. This paper
simulates a certain number of call arrivals, e.g., NCALL call
arrivals, to obtain a performance metric. In the simulation,
we set δpaging = 1, δTAU = 50, δTAU′ = 30, λ/η = 0.01, and
NCALL = 5 × 105. Since this paper uses the parallel paging
scheme, there is no need to check the accuracy of the number
of cells paged to locate the UE (i.e., Npaging). Table I compares
the analytical and simulation results of P (x, y) when d = 3.
Table II compares the analytical and simulation results of
NTAU,CPLU and NTAU,CWLU. In these tables, entry rel. err.
represents the relative error of the analytical result to the sim-
ulation result. Tables I and II show that the simulation results
closely match the analytical results, manifesting the accuracy
of the mathematical approach proposed in this paper.

B. Impact of Diverse Parameters on CCWLU

Here, the impact of parameters δTAU, δpaging, NTA, and λ/η
on CCWLU is investigated, and assume that NTA = 16 and
δpaging = 1.

Fig. 5 shows the total signaling cost of the CWLU model
as a function of the radius of a TA (i.e., d) when λ/η = 0.01,
0.1, and 1. In Fig. 5, we observe the following. 1) The total
signaling cost of the TAL-based scheme is a downward convex
function of d. For the purpose of demonstration, here, we only
explain for the case of λ/η = 0.01. Fig. 6 shows the total
signaling cost, TAU cost (i.e., NTAU,CWLUδTAU), and paging
cost (i.e., Npagingδpaging) of the CWLU model. In Fig. 6, it
is shown that the TAU cost is a decreasing function of d,
whereas the paging cost is an increasing function of d. There
is a d, which is denoted by dopt, before which, the decreasing
rate of the TAU cost is larger than the increasing rate of the
paging cost, and after which, the situation is just the reverse.
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Fig. 5. CCWLU versus d for various λ/η’s. δTAU = 50.

Fig. 6. Total signaling cost, TAU cost, and paging cost of the CWLU model
versus d. λ/η = 0.01 and δTAU = 50.

This relation is clearer when expressed in mathematics. Denote
by CTAU,CWLU(d) the TAU cost of the CWLU model for a
specific d. Similarly, we can define Cpaging,CWLU(d). Suppose
that d1 and d2 are two integers and that d1 < d2. It follows that
when d1 < d2 ≤ dopt, we have:

CTAU,CWLU(d1)− CTAU,CWLU(d2)

d2 − d1

>
Cpaging,CWLU(d2)− Cpaging,CWLU(d1)

d2 − d1
.

It follows further that:

CTAU,CWLU(d1) + Cpaging,CWLU(d1)

> CTAU,CWLU(d2) + Cpaging,CWLU(d2).

That is, before dopt, the total signaling cost is a decreasing
function of d. Similarly, it can be proved that after dopt, the
total signaling cost is an increasing function of d. Therefore,
the total signaling cost is a downward convex function of d,
and dopt is the optimal d that can minimize the total signaling
cost. 2) The larger the λ/η, the smaller the total signaling
cost. The explanation is as follows. Since cell residence time

ts follows an exponential distribution, the cell-crossing events
during tc form an equilibrium renewal process [34]. Therefore,
the expected number of cells crossed during call interarrival
time tc can be expressed as

E(tc)

E(ts)
=

1/λ
1/η

=
η

λ
.

Thus, the increase in λ/η will lead to the decrease in the number
of cells crossed during tc and, accordingly, the decrease in the
number of TAUs.

Fig. 7 shows the total signaling cost of the CWLU model
as a function of the radius of a TA (i.e., d) when δTAU = 20,
40, and 80 under δpaging = 1. In Fig. 7, we find that the larger
the δTAU, the larger the total signaling cost. Furthermore, the
impact of δTAU is more pronounced when λ/η is small [see
Fig. 7(a)].

Next, the impact of NTA on the total signaling cost is
investigated. With the previous narrations, NTA = 16 is not an
effective TAL for all the UE units, because it generates a large
paging cost. To assign effective TALs to UE units, the network
can predict the mobility and traffic characteristics of individual
UE units. Watanabe and Yabusaki in [35] proposed two schemes
to obtain the UE’s speed. Under one scheme, the UE measures
its speed through a Global Positioning System receiver; under
the other scheme, the UE estimates its speed based on the
evolved Node B (eNB) coordinates’ information advertised by
the old and new eNBs. When the mobility characteristics can
be obtained, the energy efficiency of networks can be improved
[36], [37]. For instance, when a UE unit with high speed moves
into a small cell from a macrocell, the network may prohibit
the UE from doing a handover to the small cell to reduce
the handover failure rate and improve the energy efficiency
of backhaul networks. However, the detailed analysis process
about the energy efficiency is out of the scope of this paper. In
addition, the traffic arrival rate can be estimated at the network
side by averaging the number of traffic arrivals during a certain
period.

In Section III, we exemplified the modeling of the TAL-
based scheme using a case of NTA = 16. It is straightforward
to derive the analytical results for any other values of NTA.
Fig. 8 shows the impact of d and NTA on the total signaling
cost of the CWLU model when δTAU = 50 and δpaging = 1. In
these figures, when d and λ/η are determined, there is a NTA,
which is denoted by NTA,OPT, under which the total signaling
cost is minimized. We use red circles to represent the minimum
signaling cost. To facilitate observation, Table III summarizes
the NTA,OPT’s in Fig. 8. Therefore, when the radius of a TA
is planned by operators in advance, the network can allocate an
optimal TAL of size NTA,OPT for the UE, based on its mobility
and traffic characteristics, to minimize the total signaling cost
of the TAL-based scheme.

In Table III, we have the following observations. When
d ≤ 3, the smaller the λ/η, the larger the NTA,OPT. When
d ≥ 7, NTA,OPT = 2 for all the λ/η’s. When d is small, e.g.,
d = 2, the smaller the λ/η, the larger the number of cells
crossed during tc. To reduce the TAU cost, the networks can
assign a large TAL to the UE units. When d ≥ 7, there are a
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Fig. 7. CCWLU versus d. (a) λ/η = 0.01. (b) λ/η = 1.

Fig. 8. CCWLU versus NTA and d. (a) λ/η = 0.01. (b) λ/η = 0.1. (c) λ/η = 1.

TABLE III
NTA,OPT’S UNDER DIFFERENT λ/η’S AND d’S

TABLE IV
COMPARISON OF THE SIGNALING COST OF THE COMMON

TAL WITH THAT OF THE OPTIMAL TAL

large number of cells in a TAL; therefore, the number of TALs
crossed during tc is small, and the paging cost will dominate
the total signaling cost. In this case, to reduce the paging cost,
a small TAL should be assigned.

In [9] it is assumed that a cell assigns only one common
TAL to all UE units registered in this cell. This approach
of allocating TAL neglects the UE units’ mobility and traffic
traits. However, the optimal TAL derived in our paper is based
on these traits. Table IV compares the signaling cost of the
common TAL approach with the optimal TAL approach. In this
table, it is assumed that a TA comprises only one cell (i.e.,
d = 1), and the common TAL includes five TAs. In this table,
the signaling cost of the optimal TAL allocation is less than
that of the common TAL allocation, manifesting the advantage
of the optimal TAL derived in our paper.

Fig. 9. CCPLU versus d for various λ/η’s. δTAU = 50 and δTAU′ = 30.

C. Impact of Diverse Parameters on CCPLU

In Section V-B, the impact of various parameters on the
total signaling cost of the TAL-based scheme under the CWLU
model is investigated. Here, we repeat this process for the
CPLU model and consider that δTAU′ = 0.6δTAU, NTA = 16,
and δpaging = 1. Figs. 9 and 10 show, respectively, the signaling
cost of the CPLU model as a function of d when λ/η and δTAU

vary. Generally, the observations that can be made from Figs. 9
and 10 are similar to those made from Figs. 6 and 7 for the
CWLU model. The only exception is that when λ/η = 1, the
impact of δTAU on CCPLU, as shown in Fig. 10(b), is more
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Fig. 10. CCPLU versus d. (a) λ/η = 0.01. (b) λ/η = 1.

Fig. 11. CCPLU versus NTA and d. (a) λ/η = 0.01. (b) λ/η = 0.1. (c) λ/η = 1.

TABLE V
NTA,OPT’S UNDER DIFFERENT λ/η’S AND d’S

conspicuous that its impact on CCWLU, as shown in Fig. 7(b).
This exception is explained as follows. When λ/η = 1, be at
the CWLU model or the CPLU model, there are quite a few
TAUs. However, irrespective of the value of λ/η, there is always
a TAU in the CPLU model. Since this paper assumed that
δTAU′ = 0.6δTAU, the conspicuous impact of δTAU on CCWLU

is, in fact, caused by δTAU′ .
Next, we demonstrate the impact of NTA on the total signal-

ing cost of the CPLU model. Fig. 11 shows the signaling cost
of the CPLU model for various λ/η’s, d’s, and NTA’s. Table V
summarizes the optimal size of a TAL (i.e., NTA,OPT) that can
minimize the signaling cost. Contrasting Table III with Table V,
we can find that the call handling model exerts no impact on
NTA,OPT.

D. Impact of Call-Handling Models on the Total
Signaling Cost

Here, we analytically compare the signaling cost of the two
call handling models. Since the two models have the same

paging cost, it follows that

CCPLU − CCWLU = (NTAU,CPLU

−NTAU,CWLU)δTAU + δTAU′ .

Next, we quantify NTAU,CPLU −NTAU,CWLU through consid-
ering two extreme cases. In the first extreme case, under the
CWLU model, after the completion of a call, the UE remains in
state S0,0 so that in this case, the two models have the same
number of TAUs during the call interarrival time tc. In the
second case, after the completion of a call, the UE resides in a
border state and will move out of its current TAL right after the
call. In this case, the CWLU model has one more TAU during
tc than the CPLU model. In any other more general cases,
the difference between the signaling costs of the two models
should be bounded by the differences in the two extreme cases.
Therefore, we finally have

CCPLU − CCWLU ∈ [−δTAU + δTAU′ , δTAU′ ] .

For instance, under the conditions in Section V-A, when d = 5,
CCPLU − CCWLU = 21.1. Therefore, compared with the total
signaling cost (i.e., CCPLU = 1119.3 or CCWLU = 1098.2),
the impact of the two handling models on the total signaling
cost is insignificant.
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Fig. 12. NTAU,CPLU versus d under two configurations. λ/η = 0.1.

E. Comparison Between the NTAU,CPLU’s Under
Two TAL Configurations

As stated previously in Section II-A, when NTA=16, there
are two TAL configurations. As shown in Fig. 2, configuration
1 has two vertex TAs and one inner TA removed from the
outermost ring, i.e., ring 2. The other configuration, i.e., configu-
ration 2, has one vertex TA and two inner TAs removed from
ring 2. When in a vertex TA, the probability of moving out of
the current TAL is 1/2, whereas this probability becomes 1/3
when in an inner TA. Therefore, it can be anticipated that con-
figuration 2 will have higher signaling cost than configuration 1,
because the former has one more vertex TA than the latter. This
anticipation is validated in Fig. 12, which compares the signal-
ing cost of the two TAL configurations under the CPLU model.
In Fig. 12, the increased signaling cost in configuration 2 is
trivial compared with the signaling cost itself.

VI. CONCLUSION

To tackle the drawbacks of static LM schemes used in 2G
and 3G cellular networks, LTE designs a new LM scheme, i.e.,
the TAL-based LM scheme. Instead of being allocated a single
registration area in static LM schemes, under the new scheme, a
UE unit is allocated a TAL that consists of multiple TAs. Within
the allocated TAL, the UE can move freely without performing
any TAUs, and only after moving out of the allocated TAL does
the UE need to perform a TAU and then will be allocated a
new TAL. The performance of the TAL-based scheme hinges
on the allocated TAL. If the allocated TAL is inappropriate with
respect to the mobility and traffic characteristics of the UE, the
TAL-based scheme may produce an adverse effect on the LM
overhead. The existing studies on the performance of the TAL-
based scheme feature the following defeats. 1) Some studies
assumed a TAL allocation approach that allocates a common
TAL to all the UE units performing TAUs in the cell. First,
this approach makes the TAL-based scheme vulnerable to the
uneven distribution of the LU signaling and the ping-pong LU
effect. Second, this approach failed to consider the diversity in
the mobility and traffic characteristics of individual UE units
so that the allocation common TAL cannot guarantee its effec-
tiveness for all the UE units. Thus, this approach deprives the
TAL-based scheme of its superiority over static LM schemes.

2) Some studies unreasonably assumed that a TA contains a
single cell. 3) All the existing studies neglected the 16-TA upper
bound set on the size of a TA by 3GPP. 4) In the existing studies,
there is a lack of an accurate and, at the same time, feasible
mathematical approach for calculating the signaling cost of the
TAL-based scheme when it comes to global UE units that have
weak regularity in their mobility.

To find an optimal TAL allocation approach for global UE
units, this paper has developed a comprehensive mathematical
approach to calculate the signaling cost of the TAL-based LM
scheme. The following contributions distinguish the developed
approach from those in existing studies. 1) The developed
approach assumes that a TA contains a variable number of
cells. 2) The developed approach obeys the 16-TA upper bound.
3) The developed approach emphasizes the impact of call
handling models on the signaling cost by considering two
different call handling models, i.e., the CWLU and the CPLU.
For simplicity of mathematical analysis, most of the existing
studies on LM considered only the CPLU model. However, the
reality is that existing cellular networks use only the CWLU
model. 4) The developed approach exploits a fluid flow model
to characterize the dependence among the cell residence time,
the TA residence time, and the TAL residence time. As proved
in this paper, the fluid flow model is simple and accurate. Most
of the existing studies did not consider this dependence. 5) The
developed approach applies embedded Markov chains that are
capable of taking into account a plethora of complex situations
when describing the TAL-based scheme.

As attributed to the developed mathematical approach, this
paper derives analytical formulas for the signaling cost of the
TAL-based LM scheme caused by TAU and paging operations,
as well as formulas that are useful in designing an optimal
sequential paging scheme. The accuracy of these formulas was
validated through simulation. Based on these formulas, numer-
ical studies are conducted to investigate the impact of various
parameters on the signaling cost. In these numerical studies, we
mainly observed the following. 1) The total signaling cost is a
downward convex function of the radius of a TA in terms of
cells. 2) The call handling models exert insignificant influence
on the total signaling cost. 3) Given the call-to-mobility ratio
and the radius of a TA, there is always an optimal TAL size that
can minimize the signaling cost.

Next, we discussed the operation complexity of the dynamic
TAL-based LM scheme. As for the design complexity of the
dynamic LM, the network must have the capability to determine
the size of a TA. Moreover, as mentioned in Section II-A,
the TAs constituting a TAL need to satisfy two conditions.
1) The number of TAs cannot exceed 16. 2) The TA where
the UE performs the last TAU is the center TA. Therefore, to
allocate a TAL to the UE, the network must have the topology
information of networks. The information on the optimal TAL
can be transferred from the network to the UE when the UE
performs a TAU. In fact, the number of cells in a TA and the
topology information are planned by operators in advance, so
that the dynamic LM does not add extra operation complexity.

Finally, we briefly discussed the potential application of
the proposed modeling approach in heterogeneous networks
(HetNets). In HetNets, small cells are largely deployed within
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Fig. 13. Dual connectivity.

macrocells to enhance network capacity and provide better user
experience. However, as the coverage of small cells is limited,
HetNets pose challenge in terms of mobility management, e.g.,
frequent handovers. To overcome this challenge, Ishii et al. in
[38] proposed a novel architecture, which is called the control-
plane/user-plane split. In this architecture, if a UE unit resides
in the overlapped region between a macrocell and small cells,
the control plane must be supported by a more continuous and
reliable coverage layer at lower-frequency macrocells, whereas
the user plane can be provided by high-frequency small cells.
This architecture is also called dual connectivity in 3GPP TS
36.300 [39], as shown in Fig. 13. In the dual connectivity,
macrocells are responsible for sending paging messages and
other control messages. When a macrocell and small cells
within the coverage of the macrocell are allocated the same TA
identity, the UE moving from the macrocell/small cell into the
small cell/macrocell does not need to perform a TAU. Under
such case, the impact of small cells on the LM can be ignored.
Thus, the proposed mathematical model and the derived analy-
sis results in this paper can also be applied to HetNets.
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